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introduction

In order to be successful in selling bigger deals to bigger customers, small companies 

need to arm themselves with knowledge and understanding of how big-company executives 

approach their buying process. This conversation is about understanding a typical day in 

the life of these executives and how you can make it easier for them to buy your products 

or services. 

Here is a short list of important things you must know in order to be successful:

1. What is life like for an executive decision-maker in a whale company? 

2. What do you need to understand in order to connect with that buyer?

3. Why does that executive sometimes want to do business with a 

small company?

4. How can you position your internal champion to be successful in carrying 

forward a proposal that you and he/she have crafted?

5. What are the key selling behaviors that help you win the whale’s business?

In September 2010, we interviewed Sitewire president Greg Chapman about these 

questions. A former executive with several big companies, Greg shares his experiences of 

how he made decisions on what to buy from whom.
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Dr. Barbara Weaver Smith
Founder and CEO, The Whale Hunters,
Trusted business advisor, author, speaker, and nationally-
known expert on the collaborative complex sale.

To learn more, please visit thewhalehunters.com
Follow me on Twitter: www.twitter.com/bweaversmith
Link to me on Linkedin:  
http://www.linkedin.com/in/barbaraweaversmith

Greg Chapman 
President, Sitewire

Sitewire: http://sitewire.com
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interview

Barbara Weaver Smith: Hello. I’m Barbara Weaver Smith, Founder of The Whale Hunters 

and I’m your host for this interview.

I am pleased to introduce my guest, Greg Chapman. Greg is the President of Sitewire, and 

formerly Vice President of Merchandising and Sales at SkyMall, Inc. Prior to his stint at 

SkyMall, Greg was Divisional Vice President for catalog sales at a major retailer (we’ll call 

it Acme).

Good Morning, Greg, and thanks so much for being with us.

Greg Chapman: Good morning, Barbara, and thank you for having me. It’s a pleasure to 

be here.

Barbara: We’re looking forward to this conversation. Let’s just jump in. You’ve had a 

number of very heavy duty corporate sales and marketing positions at large companies, 

and more recently became President of Sitewire, which is a very interesting story because 

Sitewire is a company that you hired to work for you when you were at Acme. Would you tell 

us about your background and how you wound up in your current position?

Greg: Sure. I’m actually a 30 year veteran of both retail and direct marketing. I’ve had a 

couple of fairly long stints at major retail corporations. I’ve worked for a period of about 

twelve years with a company called Best Products, which was a catalog showroom, where 

my roles were largely executive level merchandising and operations roles. I spent the 

last 10 years of my career, as you mentioned, at a $50 billion corporation, where I had a 

couple of different specialty merchandise and direct marketing roles, mainly my role as 
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Vice President of Catalog. I ran the Catalog 

Division. During the course of that tenure, I 

became involved in taking what was a very 

old business model—a print and call center 

based business model—and spent a good 

bit of my time moving that business model 

into a multi-channel, e-commerce based 

catalog model.

During the course of that mission, it became 

very apparent to me that I needed some help 

with that in the form of very forward thinking, 

very fast moving, very nimble agency type help. Sitewire was an option to me. I was aware 

of Sitewire not only from my relationship with the other co-founder of Sitewire, Brett Giles, 

but simply maintaining contact through him and becoming aware of really what Sitewire’s 

sweet spot as an agency was.

During the course of conversations, it became apparent to me that they were ideally what 

I was looking for in an agency, very in touch with where I wanted to take the business, not 

a big bureaucratic relationship. I wasn’t looking for a New York style large agency that was 

going to send out executive after executive and meeting after meeting. I was looking for 

intelligence and action.

During the course of that, I hired Sitewire to help me. And as we got to know each other, 

both as executives, friends, and strategic thinkers, it became apparent to me, anyway, that 

Sitewire would be a great fit for me. I’m happy to say that I think Margie and Brett thought 

that as well. So, here I am.

 I was looking  

for intelligence  

and action. 
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Barbara: That’s just a great story in and of itself and I’m glad we have to have the 

opportunity to explore more about that. You and I have been on the same program a few 

times and I’ve heard you describe, very eloquently, what was a day like in your business life 

at Acme? For starters, could you give us some feeling for that?

Greg: Sure. My role at Acme was somewhat unique as it relates to that particular company, 

but not very unique to other corporations. What I mean by that is that I was largely in a 

marketing role, but the catalog at Acme served pretty much every division in the building. 

In my role, I had numerous—in the teens, anyway—merchandising divisions and the 

whole vertical executive organization of those merchandising divisions that I had to, really 

just talk to, communicate with day in, day out. So, from literally 7:00 in the morning until 

usually about 6:00 to 7:00 at night, my day consisted of constant, continual meetings, 

executive meetings, update catalog presentations, meetings with my own team to keep 

them abreast of what was going on in that environment.

I sort of jokingly mention that I never had to rely on an alarm clock because usually 

by 5:00 or 5:30 in the morning my Blackberry was just vibrating on my nightstand as I 

received continual emails. That’s pretty much how my day kicked off.

What I found, and I had a lot in common with a lot of executives, is that it would quiet 

down about 6:30 in the evening. It was amazing that probably between 6:30 and 7:30, 

sometimes 6:30 and 8:00 or 9:00 is really when we all sat down to get our work 

done. That consisted of answering emails, returning voicemail messages, handling 

correspondence, just doing the day-to-day sort of self-administrative things that we all 

need to do. When you walked in the door there at 7:00 or 8:00 in the morning, you were 

generally already late for a meeting. So that was really the environment.
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Barbara: That’s pretty intense. On our last month’s expert series call, we heard author Jill 

Konrath talk about what she called “crazy busy” executives and the “frazzled” customer. Is 

she right about that from your perspective? Were you “crazy busy”?

Greg: Well, yes. I don’t know that I would describe myself or anybody else there as 

“frazzled,” but that certainly the environment and the pace was very frenetic. It was a time 

when again, just communication... Look at the environment I was in and compare it to 

some of the environments that you’re faced with today. We were basically taking both a 

retail and a catalog business and moving it to an online platform. When you do something 

like that, everybody in the corporation has an opinion. Everybody in the corporation has an 

opinion on email. Everyone in the corporation has an opinion on catalog, on web display, 

on search, marketing. You have got a lot of executives that just want to socialize their 

thoughts and their departments’ missions with you because they all want, what the final 

result is on that website is really their business. In a way, we were almost like an agency 

within a corporation...

Barbara: I see.

Greg: Because a lot of my customers were the business executives that actually ran 

the business verticals in a retailer. You could take that model and apply it to any other 

business. So, yes, it was an extremely frenetic pace. Most of the executives that I 

interacted with were just as busy as I was.

Barbara: Got you. Can you tell us about the services or some of the services that you 

needed to buy when you were at SkyMall or Acme, and did you spend a fair amount of time 

talking with people who wanted to sell services to you?
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Greg: I did. That was a large part of my role. At least in the form of that relationship, 

I would define it into three high-level relationships that I had. First of all, I’ve spent 

fully a third if not half of my career as a merchant. I was regularly exposed to sales 

and distribution organizations. Oftentimes a large company, a large wholesaler, a large 

manufacturer, would have in-house representatives that would call on me. Panasonic, for 

example. Panasonic had a sales team that would reach out directly to me as a buyer.

A lot of other companies engage national sales representative groups, or even, at times, 

local or regional sales representative groups. That’s one batch of people or organizations 

that were continually trying to get my attention as a buyer.

The other two were largely related to marketing, catalog marketing and direct marketing. I 

would categorize those as print production, creative service providers that actually help me 

physically put the catalog together in just about every respect. So, I was dealing with large 

print companies, small print companies, small letter shops, small creative houses, large 

creative houses, creative agencies, advertising agencies.

And then the third category would be along the lines of data management. So, companies 

like Experian and other companies like that, Abacus, List Management, Data Management 

that helped us get to lower layers in our thinking about catalog segmentation, direct mail 

segmentation, mailing lists, planning, all those types of things.

Barbara: Well, given that your time was fairly dominated by internal commitment and 

possible unforeseen firestorms, how did the prospective suppliers or partners ever get 

your attention?

Greg: That’s a great question. Certainly, internal word of mouth and reputation for 

performance was, I would say, probably the number one factor. Some place where there 
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was a previous relationship where a small agency performed way above expectation and 

garnered a reputation for on-time performance, reasonable cost, really appealed to me. 

So, having a track record—obviously we all know this, you know—having a track record 

and having an internal contact that can be an advocate for you and your agency and 

your company within a larger company is certainly a great step. It’s certainly a way to 

get noticed.

The second thing is that a lot of what I did, as I think back through my career, I’ve given a 

good deal of work to small shops. In one case, I recall that we were the sole customer for 

a husband and wife shop, a creative team, a two man shop, a two person shop. But, the 

one thing that appealed to me about that always—and I’m sorry I digress for a moment—I 

remember putting together a catalog that was a pilot catalog test and I actually selected a 

very, very small agency.

But, the reason I did that is because the founder and president of the agency was actually 

the chief photographer and chief creative person and so, I knew that he would be very, very 

hands on. He knew the mission; he knew what I wanted. So, this was a situation where, 

you know, amidst all of the Ogilvies and the 

YNR executives from Manhattan running 

around that office, we were doing an awful 

lot of work with very small local shops. So, 

again, a lot of that stemmed from reputation, 

previous work and performance and to the 

degree price for that performance. The price 

value relationship was paramount.

Barbara: Well, I don’t think that’s a 

digression at all. I think that’s very important 

 …having an internal 

contact that can be an 

advocate for you and your 

agency and your company 

within a larger company is 

certainly a great step. 
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for us to understand. I wonder what else 

you might have appreciated about the small 

business representatives that you chose to 

talk to, maybe even the ones you didn’t know 

yet. For example, did they respect your time, 

did they understand what your life was like, 

were they especially well prepared? I mean 

what made you likely to continue talking 

to someone?

Greg: Well, I could give you a very, very 

specific example. So, stick with me, it’s 

a little bit of a story. My most recent position with home services, we had a division 

within home services that didn’t get much attention. It was a smaller division based on 

home services. That wasn’t under the Acme brand and they did not have a marketing 

organization, but yet, I reported directly to the CMO of the home services organization 

and literally 110 percent of my time was devoted to the core business as opposed to this 

other business, yet the president of the other business was, not in a rude or hard way, but 

literally pounding on his desk with his fist saying, “I need marketing help, I need marketing 

help” and we just flat out did not have the resources, end of story. We just didn’t.

So, there was a very, very small agency that had done some great very intense last 

minute direct mail work for me when I was running the direct mail division. And I knew the 

president and the owner of the agency and I picked up the phone and I said I need you 

in here this afternoon. And she cleared her calendar and she was in my office at 2:00 

that afternoon and I basically laid out what I had been able to put together in terms of a 

marketing strategy and, you know, really laid out the mission of what I needed to do to 

 The price value 

relationship was 

paramount. 
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help this business division within Acme. And I told her that I needed the underlying tactical 

strategy in terms of this marketing strategy that I had put together, and I needed it by that 

Friday because I wanted to make a presentation to the president that Monday.

This never would have happened if I had picked up the phone and called a large agency 

because they would have put three VPs on a plane, the VPs would have come out and 

probably would not have let me talk, probably would try to tell me everything they do about 

strategy, would probably try to shoot holes in the strategy that I had put together.

So, I called—her name is Mary—I said this is what I need: you’ve done this type of work 

for me before, I know you and I know what you are capable of delivering. I’ve got to have 

this by Friday, give me a price. I had a price by that afternoon, which was very reasonable. 

And by the end of that week, I had, sort of, tactical points of that marketing strategy laid 

out and I was able not only to present it to the president of that division, but also to know 

that the agency that I selected could totally pull this off.

So, that is just an example of how small business can win. Here is a very small agency, a 

very small shop amidst all of these huge agencies. That’s how they got business from me. 

And right or wrong, or whether or not you think that your individual business could pull off 

something like that, it’s how these things happen.

Barbara: That’s a great story. I appreciate you sharing it with us. When you met with 

someone who wanted to sell you a product or a service, what kind of mistakes did they 

sometimes make that would turn you off?

Greg: Let me give you an example of a positive and then talk to you about a mistake.

Barbara: OK. Great.
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Greg: I really enjoy people who took a little 

bit of time to understand my business. By 

the same token, what really turns me off is 

someone who would do something like read 

a 10K or read the annual report and then 

come in to me and tell me that they really 

understood my strategy and they understood 

my business. So, I think there is a balance in 

understanding your client’s business enough 

to know what their business model is from 

a high level prospective. Who their audience 

is? Who their customers are? What you think 

they are trying to achieve? But then, coming in and asking, engaging that executive to get 

all the information you need to fill in the blanks and not being so pretentious to think that 

right out of the gate you understand the strategy. I think that’s kind of an art that’s a little 

bit salesmanship, a little bit just management, but it’s a little bit relationship building as 

well. So, I really appreciate people who went to the lengths to understand what they could 

about my business knowing that I knew there was no way they were going to know the 

secret sauce.

But, yet, coming in and not pretending that they knew the secret sauce, strategic stuff, but 

really trying to get me to fill in those blanks whether it was under none disclosure or not. 

But, you see my point.

Barbara: Sure.

Greg: I would often get some executives from large agencies that would come in and 

basically by virtue of the fact that they shopped at Acme for twenty years and they really 

 …I really appreciate 

people who went to the 

lengths to understand 

what they could about my 

business… 
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understood and try to tell me where I should 

be taking the catalog business. And while 

I appreciated the effort, I really did, it was 

kind of a turn off, because I’m like, before 

you start talking maybe you should just listen 

to what the grand plan here and the grand 

strategy is of what I’m trying to accomplish 

and then try to connect with me on that level.

Barbara: Right, so you need to have enough 

understanding in order to have an intelligent 

conversation. Is that what you’re saying? 

Allow the person to give their own point of view of what they need.

Greg: Absolutely. It’s almost like a job interview. To one extent, every executive is going to 

appreciate you doing research to really understand the business that you’re talking with. 

But, by the same token, that same executive that is interviewing you is going to think you 

are a bit pretentious if you come in with just doing outside due diligence and thinking that 

you’re really wired in to the company’s strategy. So, I think that’s where asking questions 

and really understanding how to ask questions to understand a person’s business model 

and strategy comes in handy. And I think that’s part of the relationship building that 

agencies or distributorships or sales organizations or database organizations can really do.

Barbara: Yes, that’s a great distinction. Thank you for that. I’d like to go back. We’ve 

started out talking about how you wound up as the President of Sitewire. I’d like to go 

back to that first deal in which you made a significant purchase of marketing services from 

Sitewire. And you told us a little bit about why you were interested in them. You had some 

level of relationship and you were looking for someone who could do some things that your 

 …before you  

start talking maybe you  

should just listen to what the 

grand plan here and the grand 

strategy is of what I’m trying 

to accomplish and then try to 

connect with me on  

that level. 
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agency of record, for example, wasn’t going to be able to do in the way you wanted it or in 

the timeframe you wanted it.

When you first invited them to come in and talk to you about it, what was it about their 

approach or their presentation that made you continue to be interested in doing business 

with them?

Greg: Well, I think a large part of it was the trust factor around where I knew the two 

founders were taking the agency. The part of the business that they were garnering 

expertise in was exactly the area that my team had little or no experience in and that we 

really needed to be brought up to speed on very quickly. So, what really engaged me out of 

the gate with starting that relationship is, again, the same types of things. By the way, this 

was around social media and a social marketing plan, to give you the background on it.

What we were trying to do was invent a way that we could create a virtual catalog online 

that was made up of user generated content. That sounds pretty obvious today, but think 

about this five years ago.

We were sitting around saying “What if 

we put a catalog up online and we let 

our customers write the copy? What if 

we, instead of just putting run of the mill 

photographs of products in the catalog, what 

if we let users post content onto a virtual 

catalog through their own videos or taking 

pictures of projects that they’ve built with 

our tools? What if that was the content of 

a catalog?”

 The part of the  

business that they were 

garnering expertise in was 

exactly the area that my team 

had little or no experience in 

and that we really needed to 

be brought up to speed on  

very quickly. 
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We nicknamed the project the “Catawikilog.” It got a lot of chuckles around the office but 

the point is that, so we had the idea and we thought that the idea was very visionary, it 

was very forward thinking but honestly, myself and my team, that’s where our experience 

level and knowledge stopped. So, “OK. We’ve got this great idea. How in the heck do we 

do this?”

What appealed to me about Sitewire as an agency is that competency in terms of social 

strategy and thinking, it was right in their wheelhouse. And so, we invited them in for a 

presentation on just, what is social media and how can we take our thinking to the next 

level? And they brought in a group of executives and I brought in my entire team for an 

afternoon presentation.

And whether it was recommending books that we should read to educate ourselves or 

taking us through, walking us through a social media scenario from a persona point of 

view, that’s what the agency did and that’s what really started the relationship with them.

Barbara: That’s great. Now, I’ve heard you talk about a particular kind of internal meeting 

that you had to endure, you and other people, in order to get buy in or approval to 

make certain kinds of serious buying decisions. Could you tell us about that kind of 

internal process?

Greg: Sure. Well, I think it’s sort of an anecdotal story, but I think it’s very pertinent to 

what’s going on in big business today. The 10 years that I spent with Acme, dramatic 

change took place in the form of corporate governance. Picture a large retailer, you know, 

40 or 50 years ago. Think about your life if you were a buyer in a large retail organization of 

any type, whether it was a merchandise buyer or a services buyer. We all watch Madmen, 

we all know how the world worked back then. We’re all familiar with the term “Martini 
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lunch” and the way that entertainment and some of those types of things happened, and 

that was a way of life. That was the world back then in an organization like that.

And through a variety of ways, whether it’s Sarbanes-Oxley or whatever, corporate 

governance is an entirely different thing nowadays in a large company. So, what I was 

involved in was really a transition from the old model to the new model where Corporate 

Governance became an important part of decision making.

Decisions such as, which agency am I going to give my business to? Am I going to sign this 

statement of work on my own? Am I going to write this purchase order on my own? Those 

things have changed, even at the Vice President level. And now, in that organization, there 

is a large procurement process.

And so, one of the things that I had to do—which frankly, it started out a little 

uncomfortable, I’ll be honest; I didn’t like people challenging my authority—was I had 

to go defend my decisions to, in some cases, a manger or director level person in the 

Procurement Department who had a set of rules that said I needed to get three bids or 

three proposals or three statements of work.

They had every right to weigh in on the 

decision as much as I did. And at first, that 

became a kind of a bit of a wonky process 

because I’m like “All right, I’ve interviewed 

some of the top catalog agencies in the 

country. I’m ready to make a decision on 

producing something, and I kind of have to 

get your permission here, and that doesn’t 

feel right to me.”

 …was I had to go  

defend my decisions to, in some cases, 

a manger or director level person in 

the Procurement Department who had 

a set of rules that said I needed to get 

three bids or three proposals or three 

statements of work. 
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But, that conversation could easily have 

gone both ways. I could have thrown a stake 

in the ground and said “I’m the VP and I’m 

going to do it my way and you’re going to see 

things my way and we’re going to battle this.” 

Or internally, you can find a way to make 

Procurement your friend and your ally and 

your partner and actually have them help you 

in the negotiations with getting the best deal.

So, obviously, that was the route I chose to 

go down but I think the moral of the story 

here is, Procurement and Governance are now, in many companies both big and small, part 

of doing business.

And so, the lesson that I’ve learned from the agency perspective is, not only do you have 

to sell me—and you have to sell my team and the decision makers on my team, but you 

actually have to sell the buyer, if you will, within the procurement area because it’s just 

not as easy as me with my VP title walking down the hallway into somebody’s office saying 

“You will pick this agency because I say so.”

Barbara: That’s priceless information, Greg. Just truly important. So, to take that one step 

forward, what do you need from a seller in order to be prepared to meet that challenge or 

willing to take them forward? To put your reputation on the line on behalf of this decision?

Greg: Well, the first thing that I demand is compliance. Which is a big, bad word, but I’ll 

give you an example of something that happened and it was heartbreaking, it was terrible. 

We had a very, very small agency, a local agency, that we had been doing business with, 

 …Procurement  

and Governance are now, 

in many companies both 

big and small, part of  

doing business. 
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actually not me personally but someone on my staff had been doing business with for a 

long time. And honestly, everybody loved the people in this agency, they were just great 

people. We enjoyed them, they were smart, they liked us, we had a great relationship. 

When this process happened, this procurement process happened, there was a set of 

rules that went out that we had to put in every agency’s hand and said “Here are the steps 

that you must follow.”

Well, during the RFP process the principal of this agency, the president of the agency, 

picked up the phone and called the person on my staff and asked him questions about the 

RFP process that weren’t bad questions. Frankly, it wasn’t really a dishonest thing.

It was really an innocent thing, but right there in the rules was “During the RFP process, 

you can’t talk to anybody on staff about any aspect of the RFP.” And it got back to the 

Procurement Department and that agency, that we all knew and loved and had done a 

bunch of business with us, got blacklisted and could not receive any RFPs from us for 

a certain period of time. I’m sorry I forgot what the period of time was, but it was heart 

wrenching because I loved this guy. He was a great guy, but he didn’t follow the rules.

I had to pick up the phone and say, “Not 

only are you not going to get the business, 

but you can’t bid on any of my business for 

the next couple of years because you didn’t 

follow the rules.”

So, first and foremost, be cognizant of 

the fact that your relationship does not 

transcend the rules that you have to follow 

and that in today’s business environment 

 …the first thing  

that I demand is 

compliance. 
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you need to be very respectful of the fact that there are more offices involved in a decision 

than just your relationship with a certain executive or certain individual.

We’ve all heard the term, and maybe it may even have some good old boy networks and 

that type of thing, but those are changing within the business environment, and you need 

to be very respectful of that. When you’re involved in a RFP process for a big job, follow 

the rules and don’t think that your relationship with a certain executive is going to win you 

the business.

Barbara: I’m one that preaches that morning, noon and night, Greg, so I’m glad to have 

that reinforcement because, especially that interference during the RFP blackout time. I’ve 

seen it backfire far too many times, so thank you for sharing that story.

Greg: Now, can I add one thing, Barbara?

Barbara: Sure.

Greg: I think the other thing, because it 

was a big question that you asked, and my 

response was only a small part of that. I 

think the other thing that you need to be 

really good at as an agency or supplier, 

whatever the case may be, is you need to 

be really, really good at talking about your 

price value relationship. In other words, you 

need to be really good at defending your 

proposal in terms of the price that you’re 

attaching to that proposal versus the work 

 When you’re  

involved in a RFP  

process for a big job, 

follow the rules and don’t 

think that your relationship 

with a certain executive is 

going to win you the  

business. 
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that you’re going to deliver because what’s 

going to happen is because you’re going to 

have to defend... And I’ll use the example 

of a catalog or a direct mail proposal that I 

received.

You’re not only going to have to convince 

my manager, the online person who is 

responsible for it, that that’s the right price 

for the right service, you’re going to have to 

convince their director who is going to have 

to convince me.

And then, you’re going to have to go all the way through to the other side of the loop and 

convince the Procurement Department, because you’re going to get challenged every step 

of the way as far as “Why are you charging this price? What are the services we’re getting 

that justified this price? It’s higher than agency X over here”—who probably has come in 

and lowballed just to try and get the business.

Be good at thinking through every dollar that you’re asking for and what value you’re going 

to provide for that dollar. Be very articulate in explaining that.

Barbara: Thank you. I’m glad you went on with that because that’s another excellent piece 

of advice for us to understand. Now, what kind of process, maybe, you really answered 

this, but what kind of process was typical to actually getting this work under contract from 

when you decided what you would prefer to do. Have you explained that already, how to get 

procurement on your side, and then they take over the contractual negotiations and that 

when there was a lot of discussion about price and value?

 …you need  

to be really, really good at 

talking about your price 

value relationship. 
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Greg: Well, there were a couple of different 

approaches. In some cases, where the 

Procurement Department wouldn’t get 

involved, there were projects where we may 

have just gone and said, “We need this 

service. Procurement, handle this.” We would 

put together a scope of work, a creative 

brief, those types of things from our side. We 

would go in and we would say, “This is what 

our business needs.” And in this case, we 

don’t want to go beat the bushes and look 

for agencies and look for providers, those 

types of things. That would be a total internal process. We would meet with procurement, 

and we would say, “OK, we need statement ads put together, and we don’t have this 

competency internally. Just go find us somebody that can do statement ads and present 

us with the supplier and the contract.” So, that would be an internal part.

There were other times that were very different, so I’ll use a couple of catalog examples. 

Personally, I created three catalog titles, and my division created seven catalog titles, and 

these were all brand new catalogs. They were all related to new merchandise divisions and 

those types of things.

So, obviously, when you’re creating something as big as a catalog, you have a very distinct 

customer in mind. You have a very distinct marketing message. You have a very distinct 

brand voice and brand positioning in mind. Once you have that, you certainly then want to 

turn your baby over to an agency that you feel comfortable with, that’s going to take your 

vision in terms of your brand positioning and execute it flawlessly to your design.

 Be good  

at thinking through  

every dollar that you’re 

asking for and what value 

you’re going to provide 

for that dollar. Be very 

articulate in explaining 

that. 
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So, that’s where I would personally go out and call a lot of the large catalog agencies, and 

that’s where I’d get the high level executive strategy sessions coming in. I’d give them the 

information in the form of a brief, and they would come in and present to me their creative 

concepts and those types of things.

That’s where of course, it got a little bit weird because frankly the Procurement Department 

would be offended if I didn’t invite them to that initial meeting, you know, just from the 

standpoint of you shouldn’t be talking to agencies by yourself, Mr. Chapman. And yet, here 

I was the owner of a whole creative concept and strategy, if you will.

So, that was the other part of the internal process, learning when to engage the outside 

suppliers, when to engage procurement, how to take each step of the way, how to take that 

from concept and design and “Is this an agency that I even want to talk to” all the way to 

“OK, you’re an agency I want to talk to. I’m now going to hand you over to the Procurement 

Department, and I’m not going to talk to you again until this is all over.”

Believe me, I’m way simplifying that, but at a high level that’s the way it worked.

Barbara: So, then it’s extremely important for the company that wants to do business 

with you to have the same kind of respect and understanding of procurement that you 

have. They come in and annoy or insult the procurement representative. That’s not going 

to fly, is it?

Greg: Right. Right. There are many, many examples of this in any type of business. We’re 

certainly talking about Acme as an example of our whale for this conversation. You can 

have your own definition of a whale for your business, a target whale for your business. 

There were times I can think of at Sharper Image where it wasn’t really as much a 

procurement relationship as it was... There was a merchandising staff of which I sat at the 
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top of at Sharper Image and even this word—hopefully, you’ll get a chuckle out of this—

even this description. There was a control buying staff.

So, imagine an organization today called a control staff. You had the merchants and you 

had the control buyers. And there was constant internal struggle for equality because 

certainly for a company like the Sharper Image, if you were a merchant, especially a senior 

merchant at Sharper Image, you were the person that put all of that cool stuff in the 

catalog. You were the guy that picked the stuff that was on the cover, Bill Cosby and Danny 

DeVito and Kathy Ireland on the cover of the Sharper Image catalog.

Yet, the control staff really had a say in the matter because they were responsible for 

inventory dollar commitment. They were responsible for customer returns. They were 

responsible for negotiating terms and programs and so forth with the vendor. And it was 

very easy for the glamour part of that particular job to rule the discussion and then throw it 

over to the control buyer and say, “Here, now figure this out, you guys.”

That would create a great deal of internal conflict, and ultimately, if I were bringing in a 

supplier and I didn’t handle the control team relationship correctly, right out of the gate 

the control team would have a bad taste in their mouth with respect to dealing with that 

supplier because suddenly it wasn’t a team supplier. It was Greg’s supplier and he didn’t 

bring us into the conversation. He shoved this guy down our throats, and it now has a 20 

percent return rate. He didn’t do his homework. He didn’t ask the right questions about 

these types of things.

So, whether it’s a procurement relationship or whatever, you should be sensitive to the 

decision maker’s role in the organization and all the other touch points that that decision 

maker has because these exist in every company, not just a big company.
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Barbara: Greg, so now you’re the president 

of a small company, but it’s a whale 

hunting company. How does your big 

company experience influence the way you 

approach sales and business development 

at Sitewire?

Greg: Well, first of all, I love participating in 

the business development meetings. I love 

participating in the whale hunting process. 

I love bringing the perspective that I’ve just 

been talking about for the last 40 minutes. 

I love bringing that perspective to the team. I think this is what the executives that we’re 

calling on, I think this is what they want to hear. I think this is how they want the message 

delivered. Since I’ve been here, we have made some fairly significant sales calls on some 

whale-type companies, and a couple of people that I’ve known and a couple of people that 

I haven’t known, that I’ve walked in kind of cold.

I think that one of the things that I’ve tried to do for Sitewire, which I explained, is try to 

connect what this executive or what this marketing team is really trying to accomplish for 

their business. Trying to show them where we can add value every single step of the way 

without being so pretentious that we’re going to come in and dominate their marketing 

strategy right out of the gate.

But, really trying to connect with, what are their strategic goals? What are they trying to 

accomplish? Where are they trying to move their business? Who is the customer that they 

are trying to accomplish this with? And then, really quickly, in some cases even on your 

 So, whether it’s a  

procurement relationship or whatever, 

you should be sensitive to the decision 

maker’s role in the organization and 

all the other touch points that that 

decision maker has because these exist 

in every company, not just a big  

company. 
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feet, thinking quickly about mapping your 

agency’s services to show value at each step 

of that conversation.

That’s how I’ve tried to approach it, and 

honestly as a part of the whale hunting 

methodology that we use within the agency, 

that’s also the kind of influence and thinking 

I’m trying to impart with each one of our 

team members that participate in a business 

development presentation.

Barbara: That’s great. Thank you for that explanation. So, as we wrap up this part of 

the conversation, what are some key points that you would make in reiterating for small 

businesses as we try to make big sales to big companies?

Greg: Well, I think the first one is, there’s a certain level of due diligence and homework 

that you should do. One of the things that I do at the agency, and some of our folks here 

knew this, but some of our folks didn’t. There’s a variety of really good information out 

there. I’m talking mainly about public companies, but download the 10K and read it, 

download their annual report and read it. Understand what the CEO of that organization’s 

vision is for that business and company. Understand the significant challenges that were 

reported, not only in the annual report support but the 10K or any other information that’s 

out there.

Do some homework on press releases. Try to kind of dial into, what challenges is this 

company facing? Is the CEO and is the executive management staff supportive in 

general of the social media, or are they afraid of it? Could the company benefit from a 

 …there’s a certain 

level of due diligence and 

homework that you  

should do. 
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mobile strategy, and are they just not seeing it? And could you add value by showing 

them the need and then showing them your competency in the channel for providing 

mobile strategy?

I would say it’s really important to do that level of homework, number one. Number two, it’s 

a question that you didn’t ask me or maybe you did, and I just didn’t answer it correctly. 

But, one of the other ways that people can find me is, as a buyer, I probably went to eight 

to 10 trade shows a year. As a marketer, I went to a couple of very significant industry 

events, Shop.org, Etail.

I would continually go to, not only the DMA (Direct Marketing Association) presentations, 

for example, the DMA Catalog Conference. There’s a fine line here. I’m not saying become 

a stalker, find out where these executives are hanging out and then try to belly up next to 

them at the bar.

What I’m saying is that when I was at a trade show, when I was at a DMA Conference, I 

was out there literally. I was there for one reason—to talk to people, to meet people and 

to talk to people. I didn’t like to go off and do things on my own. I was there because it got 

me out of the office, and it got me in an environment where there was a bunch of sales 

people running around at a trade show.

So, I would walk down an aisle with my Sharper Image badge on, literally, Barbara, I have 

been pulled into booths by the arm. People would see that I’m a Sharper Image buyer. They 

would grab me by the arm and say, “Come look at my product. I’ve been trying to get ahold 

of you for 10 years and show you guys my product. I think it’s perfect for your catalog.”

I tried to handle that with a little bit of humor. I tried to smile and say, “All right. If you can 

convince me about your product in 30 seconds, I will give you 30 seconds of my time and 
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then I’m leaving your booth. So, here’s your 

shot. Go.”

I tried to make it kind of fun and light-hearted 

but say, “Look, my time is valuable. I’m giving 

you 30 seconds or a minute. Tell me about 

your product. My customers read a catalog 

description. They basically spend about two 

seconds on a catalog description. If you 

can’t convince me in 30 seconds to buy 

your product, how am I going to convince my 

customer in two seconds with the catalog 

copy to buy your product? So, go. You have my time. Go.”

Barbara: Great.

Greg: You would be surprised. You would be surprised how some people really do a 

fantastic job. And I would say, “All right. Here’s my card. Why don’t you send me a sample? 

I’ll review it when I’m back to the office, no promises.” And other people would just have no 

concept about how to relate to that particular business. Just as a joke or a little anecdotal 

joke, I had a guy one time who told me that same time. “I’ve been trying to get you guys 

to look at my catalog forever, to look at my product forever.” And I said to him... It was 

a phone conversation. It was a cold call, and I happened to answer. I said, “You know 

what? My sample room is full. My sample closet is full.” I said, “Why don’t you send me 

a picture of the product? Let me just look at a picture of the product.” You know what he 

said to me?

 All right. If you can 

convince me about your 

product in 30 seconds, I 

will give you 30 seconds 

of my time and then I’m 

leaving your booth. 
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So, I was the head merchant at Sharper Image catalog. He said to me, “A picture doesn’t 

do my product justice.”

Barbara: Oh, really.

Greg: And I said to him, “You want me to put your product in the catalog, but a picture 

doesn’t do it justice. That doesn’t sound like the right product for a catalog to me.” 

Honestly, we both laughed about it. And ultimately, I will tell you that the moral of that 

story. He ultimately sent me a sample of the product, and then ultimately it found its way 

into the catalog, but you’ve got to be kind of careful what you say. Can you imagine telling 

a company like Pottery Barn that your product doesn’t look good in photography? If I were 

somebody at Pottery Barn, I would say to them, “What in the hell are you doing calling me? 

You need to call a retailer because I’m a catalog-based business. So, your product needs 

to look good in a picture.”

That’s kind of a funny story, but that’s just how these interactions are. You need to be 

on your game if you’re going to get 30 seconds or two minutes or five minutes through 

a cold call with an executive decision maker. And you need to be ready to answer some 

challenges like that.

Barbara: Greg, this has been just a phenomenally useful and helpful conversation, and 

I appreciate all of the personal anecdotes and your sense of humor. Let me ask you a 

couple of more questions. You talked about one of the ways that sellers that you didn’t 

know got your attention at a trade show. Were there any other ways that you can think 

of where people were effective in connecting with you when you didn’t already have a 

relationship or you didn’t know them or you didn’t know their company or their brand, 

whatever? How did they go about doing that?
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Greg: One of the things that we didn’t talk about was kind of the relationship that I had 

with my admin. I tried very hard to do my own mail. I tried to sit down for whatever period 

of time every day and literally open my mail. I would get personalized mail. I would get 

letters, but I also would get advertisements, and I would get solicitations and that type 

of thing. There were sometimes when I couldn’t really do that. There were some times 

when my admin—her name was Phyllis. Phyllis basically ran my day, ran my week, ran 

my calendar, had total trusted access to my email, total trusted access to my voicemail, 

everything, because I just needed that level of help.

I would say there’s probably also—I don’t know that I can give you all the tips on how 

to do it, but there’s probably a subtle art to getting to know an executive’s admin, not 

wearing out your welcome, not overstepping your bounds, but learning how to use an 

executive’s admin.

I found myself challenged to do that with my old boss who is a client of ours right now. 

I mean, here’s somebody that I used to stop by her desk every day and joke with her 

and I’d go down to buy her a sandwich if she couldn’t get away from her desk. And, now 

sometimes I call her and I’m just another, 

honestly, I’m just another salesman to her.

And we still have a great relationship, don’t 

get me wrong, but it’s that I’m now one of 

50 people today who’s trying to get this 

executive’s attention and she has to manage 

me appropriately. And, I have to be very 

respectful of her time and that relationship.

 So, find a way  

to understand how that 

executive or contact uses 

their administrative help 

and how that could best 

facilitate your contact 

strategy into that  

client. 
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So, find a way to understand how that executive or contact uses their administrative help 

and how that could best facilitate your contact strategy into that client.

Barbara: Great. I have a question for you here, Greg, from Mark. Mark asks, “You talked 

about buying services and relationships in small businesses, what helped smaller 

companies break through. How did they break through and reach you?”

Greg: I think I would answer that question with innovation and creativity. Innovation from 

the standpoint of offering a service or a perspective on your service that is unique or more 

unique. If you fill a niche that no one else does, that should be the most important part of 

your message. If you fill a niche that a few people fill, then obviously, you have a little more 

competition in this space, and what I would try to say is where in particular can you match 

up your innovative talent or thinking with particular needs that I have.

And I would get that in front of me. I mean, you know, don’t think that executives don’t read 

email messages that are from someone that they don’t know. I mean, I would read email 

messages. I would read cold solicitations.

When I was at Sharper Image, we used to... Here is an example that hopefully will answer 

your question. We did two things that were very innovative from my point of view at Sharper 

Image because, obviously, big suppliers were trying to get to me when I was a buyer.

And yet, it was the small, really innovative companies that came out with the new products. 

And again, this was a different time. This was a long time ago. I don’t want to date myself 

and let you guys know how old I am. But, this was when a lot of really new products were 

right at the forefront and a lot of small companies were really thinking of cool, big ideas.
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We used to take one day a month, and we would go through all of just the cold solicitation 

letters. We would kind of make a party out of it. We’d grab a pizza, we’d grab a conference 

room and we would just sit there and we would go through “to whom it may concern” 

merchandise offers. And we would invariably find some gems that would come out of that.

The second thing that we would do and something that—to answer your question, Mark—

you should be cogniscent that if the company offers these types of things, Sharper 

Image used to make the first Friday of every month, we called it, I want to say we called 

it vendor open house day. I can’t remember the exact name of it. But, basically, you 

were guaranteed, we had to clear our calendars the first Friday of every month and we 

had to make ourselves available for 15 minutes with every supplier that came in the 

door regardless.

And so, we would get people who flew in from all over the world, frankly, to spend 15 

minutes with a Sharper Image buyer. And I will tell you again, it’s kind of another clever 

anecdotal story, but one day a woman walked into a meeting, so I will tell you this was 

1989, there was nothing else like this out there.

She walked into a meeting and she had what looked like a mattress. But, within the 

mattress was a bunch of massage motors. And, she had kind of a wonky extension cord 

soldered onto the end of it. But, she said this is a prototype idea of mine of a massage 

mat. It was a small mattress. She laid it out on the floor and she said lay on this mattress. 

And I lay on the mattress and she plugged it in and all these little massage motors 

started going.

That was the prototype of what is now today a multi-million, million dollar business in 

the form of these little seat cushions and massage mats that have these little individual 

motors built into it.
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Sharper Image was the first company who put that product into retail in the United States. 

And that emanated from a 15 minute presentation.

So, learn how these companies do these types of things. Learn how the company maybe 

approaches innovative ideas. Don’t just write off the fact that your email is going to be 

ignored. Don’t stop trying. Don’t just write off the fact that an executive is just going to not 

open your letter and throw it into the trash can.

We try. We really try because a lot of great ideas come out of that. It can be really, really 

hard sometimes. Mail that’s from somebody that I don’t know can sit for weeks. But, 

you’ve got to kind of have the faith that if you’ve got a good idea and you’re persistent, that 

your idea is going to get noticed.

And, I know, that’s kind of selling the dream, but I don’t know any other way to answer it.

Barbara: Well, it’s a wonderful, helpful way to end this conversation, Greg, and I thank you 

so much. 
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The Whale Hunters is a strategic sales coaching company that helps small businesses 

grow fast by making bigger sales to bigger customers.

The Whale Hunters Expert Series serves entrepreneurs and sales professionals by 

providing in depth interviews with business leaders with deep practical experience in their 

fields. Topics cover a wide range of business development topics, emphasizing today’s 

collaborative processes for winning complex sales.
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